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I.

Director’s Report

I am thrilled to serve Channing-Murray and our beloved community. Channing-Murray is
not unique in that it has seen great upheaval in 2020. When pandemic hit in March, our
gathering space changed in an instant from an asset to a liability, and our survival hinged upon
our ability to reassess our resources. We asked these critical questions in a time of crisis; What
do we know how to do? What does the community need from us? What do we have the
capacity to offer? When we put these questions out into the community the Bucket Brigade
formed as a collaborative answer. The Red Herring had food and expertise to offer, the
Township had systems to reach neighbors in need, and Channing-Murray knew how to bring
volunteers, food, and neighbors together. In fact, Channing-Murray has been doing this type of
work since its inception, and through pandemic this art of connection has reached far beyond
our four walls. We continue this legacy as a gathering place, but now we gather in a slightly
different way- from hand to hand, sharing our resources and our bounty with the most
vulnerable out in the community.
The Bucket Brigade is our biggest and most successful program this year. That said, we
did manage to do some indoor programming before pandemic, and the Red Herring is going
strong!

Staff Changes
★ Claire Szoke retired after many years as Executive Director and has begun
her role as Director Emeritus. She has been a great mentor to Emily and
continues to counsel the current staff on operations. We have so much
gratitude for her and the gifts she has bestowed on our organization.

★ Emily McKown signed on as Executive Director in February. She loves
her new position and can’t imagine a more perfect place to work!

★ Lisa Haynes left her position as part-time office manager to start a
full-time position as a CPA at Martin Hood Accounting Firm. Lisa spent 5
years in her position at Channing-Murray and we are so grateful for her
dedication and hard work. Lisa will be missed!
★ Celia Barbieri (not pictured) signed on for the school year as our U.U.
student intern! She is archiving all important documents in the building
and devising a way to display the history! We are so thankful to have
Celia on board.

Solidarity Gardens
In June, CMF partnered with Sola Gratia Farm, The
Cunningham Township Supervisor’s Office, The
Urbana Park District, and The Urbana Free Library to
launch the Solidarity Gardens program to promote
community gardening to address food insecurity.
Last year we received produce from the Victory Park
and Township gardens that was prepared for hot
meals in the bucket brigade. In addition, we collected
donated produce from home gardeners to be
redistributed groceries for the bucket brigade
recipients. The SG leadership team is so excited to
grow this program in years to come, and CMF is certainly rising to the occasion. Early
December 2020, we were awarded a $7200 grant from the East Central Illinois Community
Foundation to install a walk-in cooler on our property for the effort. We see Channing-Murray as
a central location in the effort in building a local, sustainable, healthy, and equitable food
system.

Winter Gear Drive and Distribution Days
In partnership with UUCUC, Cunningham Township, and the Common Ground Food
Coop, we have gathered over 500 coats, hats, mittens, masks, and the like to give
away to neighbors in need. The chapel stage, at times, has been covered in winter
gear. Where these items usually await pickup in the Township office in non-pandemic
times, Channing-Murray staff Rohn Koester and Emily McKown devised and
implemented a safe-distanced way to distribute the gear to the families outside of the
Lincoln Square Mall. This may well turn into an annual tradition.

Building Activities While most of the year the chapel has

been missing people- we did manage to have great activity pre-pandemic and a few small
gatherings during pandemic. Including: West African Dance, TaiJi, Illinois Enactus, Tango, East
Central Illinois Bengali Association, JanJam Contra Dancers, Vietnamese Student Association,
CUSalsa, Blues Dancers, Red Herring Fiction Writers, and more!

Grants and Awards
UUA Disaster Relief $5,000 <> UUCUC FAITHIFY $9,200 <> PPP $28,807.50
FAITH-IN-PLACE $3,600 <> COOP CUSTOMERS $2,550 <> CEFCI $7200

Cunningham Township Angel Donor Fund has sponsored $26,246 of
Red Herring meals to hungry families

New Partnerships
Cunningham Township Supervisor’s Office
St. Patrick’s Catholic Church Food Pantry
Sola Gratia Farm
Common Ground Food Coop
Eastern Illinois Foodbank
Champaign-Urbana Public Health
University YMCA New American Welcome Center
PACE Senior Services
The Refugee Center
Courage Connections
CU City Farms
The Urbana Free Public Library
Urbana Park District
CU@Home
Omella
Developmental Service Center (DSC)
Champaign Township Supervisor’s Office
Clifton Larson Allen

II. Facilities Report
Wayside Pulpit: During the summer, the wayside pulpit was repaired and repainted, with many years of
staples and pins removed from the façade. Plans are in the works to decorate the open face on the south side
of the wayside pulpit during the spring.
Office Equipment: Emily made contact with David Garcia (of State Farm Insurance) who kindly provided
volunteer services to organize the office computer’s hard drives and information, resulting in a noticeably
faster computer. Also, the old printer stopped working and was replaced with a new Brother multipurpose
printer.
Roof Condition: Emily and I consulted with the insurance company, Church Mutual, about potential damage
from the hailstorms in July. A representative inspected the roof and building, and found that we had
sustained no visible damage from the storm.
HVAC: The central air blower on the north side of the building was faulty. Our agreement with Chief-Bauer
Heating and Air included a parts warranty that covered the cost of a replacement unit. The technician in
charge of the fix speculated that a surge in the power grid might have precipitated the problem.
Composter: The passive compost barrel on the south side of the building was replaced by a rotating drum
unit. The new composter has a greater capacity, reduced odor, and accelerated process of turning food scraps
into soil. Many thanks to Eric Zarnesky for donating the composter and leading the effort to set it up.
Chancel Rail: The area behind the chancel rail was cleared out and rearranged to make room for food and
household goods purchased for and donated to the Bucket Brigade. The use of this space became even more
critical when the Bucket Brigade increased capacity to include emergency food supplies, the winter coat drive,
and preorders for the winter months.
Red Herring Equipment: The Red Herring purchased a used two-door upright refrigerator to accommodate
its increased volume of wholefood sales and grab-and-go options. Many thanks to Holly for identifying and
researching the purchase, and to the Red Herring staff for helping to haul the fridge into the building.
Walk-In Cooler: Emily is in collaboration with Mike Rowse of CU at Home to donate a large walk-in cooler to
CMF. The cooler will be used to facilitate the Solidarity Gardens project and further expansion of the Red
Herring wholesale foods efforts. In anticipation of the cooler, we consulted with Bill Taylor about potential
upgrades to the electrical capacity of the building – thank you, Bill!

The Bucket Brigade made deliveries to 1,023 households in 2020!
Serving 2,720 people - 1,034 children
powered by our members and volunteers

Introducing: “The Bucket Brigade”
by Rohn Koester - Facilities Manager & Brigade Steward
The emergence of the pandemic as a long-term crisis inspired a new program for Channing-Murray: the
Bucket Brigade. In collaboration with Danielle Chynoweth of the Cunningham Township, we began
formulating a way to deliver groceries, household goods, and healthcare information to vulnerable
populations in Urbana-Champaign. This approach was meant to take the place of individuals and families
crowding social service agencies for traditional support.
From the start, the Bucket Brigade was envisioned as a volunteer-driven effort that could expand its reach to
meet demand. The workflow was a work in progress but generally involved collecting a list of recipients from
the Cunningham Township, collecting donated goods from various sources in the community, filling buckets
and bags, then working with volunteer drivers to deliver the goods to area residences. Among the goods
delivered were hot meals prepared by the Red Herring. Wednesday afternoons were selected as the weekly
delivery window.
The CMF chapel went through a makeover to support the Bucket Brigade. Tables were set up around the floor
to facilitate storage of donated and purchased goods, cleaning supplies were used to disinfect items before
being packed into containers, and procedures were put in place to ensure CDC health practices and social
distancing when volunteers came around to drop off donations or pick up goods for distribution. Over time,
this setup was streamlined and made flexible enough to account for occasional on-site programming. (The
chapel hosted a wedding over the summer and Taiji classes in the fall.)
The Bucket Brigade was funded through private donations routed through the Cunningham Township and
made directly to CMF. A dedicated fund was established within the CMF budget, and the generous support
of the community enabled the program to grow to provide more goods to more clients. The funds also helped
to support the Red Herring at a time when on-site dining was no longer possible. In a given week, the Red
Herring was preparing around a hundred dinners for Bucket Brigade recipients.
As the impact of the pandemic became clearer, the Bucket Brigade evolved to meet new needs. We partnered
with the Champaign Township to expand the client list, then partnered with St. Patrick’s Church and the
Easter Illinois Foodbank to expand what we could offer. The new workflow involved drivers picking up
multiple bags of groceries from St. Pat’s, then picking up more goods and Red Herring dinners from CMF.
Rohn prepared the goods for pickup at CMF. The client list, volunteer drivers, and finances were managed by
Emily.

Near the end of summer, the Bucket Brigade changed in two ways. First, an online tool was developed that
allowed clients to select from a list of package options. Packages included: (a) Clean House, (b) Personal
Hygiene, (c) Baby at Home, (d) Ready-to-Eat, (e) Soul Food, and (f) Latinx. On a week-to-week basis, clients
could choose two options, in addition to other supplies routinely handed out – Eastern Illinois Foodbank
staples, masks, and healthcare information. Supplies were replenished using Bucket Brigade funds.
Second, in collaboration with Sola Gratia Farm, a new program came into being: Solidarity Gardens. The
mission of Solidarity Gardens was to collect fresh produce from area growers and deliver them to
underserved households in the Urbana-Champaign area. Donations were made to a cooler positioned on the
west side of the building and typically included peppers, tomatoes, leafy greens, and squash. These goods
were then added to the Bucket Brigade packages from week to week. (Donations made later in the week were
added to a pay-what-you-can sale facilitated by Sola Gratia on Fridays.)
A third period of growth began in autumn, when the Bucket Brigade teamed up with the Cunningham
Township to sponsor a Holiday Free Store. Again relying on volunteer support and donated goods, we
collected coats, caps, scarves, gloves, and winter socks, then set up tables and display racks outside of Lincoln
Square on two dates in November and December. The Holiday Free Store included resource literature, masks,
snacks, and hot drinks for the families and individuals who attended.
One characteristic of the Bucket Brigade remained constant throughout these changes: the people served were
always treated with respect and care. This would be true under any circumstance, but the special challenges
of the pandemic made the needs even more obvious. Online forms included special sections for food
preferences, food allergies, and special needs related to personal hygiene and childcare. Volunteer drivers
were advised about working with clients to minimize health risks while remaining conscious of their
vulnerable circumstances. Literature was provided in both English and Spanish languages.
Amidst all the changes, the Bucket Brigade’s mission statement was formalized:
The Bucket Brigade was founded in response to a crisis of food insecurity in the wake of the
pandemic. Our mission is to promote food justice by delivering hot meals, packaged food, fresh
produce, and other critical resources to households throughout Urbana-Champaign. The Bucket
Brigade is supported by a network of community volunteers who affirm the health and dignity of the
families we serve.
While the Bucket Brigade was inspired by a global health crisis, the heart and soul of the program intends to
last beyond the time when a vaccine permits life to return to normal. We hope to shape the Bucket Brigade to
form the basis for a network of care that connects volunteers and donors to those in need, whether that need
is driven by food insecurity, health concerns, underrepresentation in the political economy, or spiritual
curiosity and seeking. In this sense, the Bucket Brigade endeavors to become a crucial component for
campaigns of social change and social transformation.

III. Financial Report

CHANNING MURRAY INCOME/EXPENSES

Balance Sheet

IV. Red Herring Vegetarian Restaurant Report
Written by Holly Curia (Red Herring general manager Nov. 2013-present)
I couldn’t be more proud, or more appreciative, of how this organization has handled the COVID-19
crisis. The Channing Murray & Red Herring staff has proven to be adaptable, resilient, necessary,
united, and compassionate. This year has been such an avalanche of change, it’s hard to know
where to begin.
I suppose I would like to start with how much of an asset & well-suited leader our new director, Emily
McKown, has been. I am grateful for the thoughtful hiring process of our board, and the collective
decision that was made between the board and staff to appoint Emily as the new director. This is the
first time in my 7 years that I feel as though CMF has leadership that understands and values the
staff that makes this building thrive. For me, this is a deeply pivotal change in how this organization
operates. For too long staff members have been underappreciated and have lacked adequate
leadership.
I also think Emily has an incredible understanding for the potential of Channing Murray and Red
Herring, and all the ways we can be serving our community and living our mission authentically.
Examples this year include collaborations with:
-Cunningham Township: Red Herring provides ready-to-eat, nutritious meals for food insecure
community members (we provided this same service to Champaign Township during the Spring &
Summer, also)
-CU Health Department: Red Herring provided weekly meals for Summer Meals Program, which
brought meals to kids that receive free lunches
-Solidarity Gardens: Red Herring received produce donations from local growers that we put into our
Pay-It-Forward meals.
-Local Farms: Local farms also began donating lots of produce to contribute to Pay-It-Forward
meals, namely, Sola Gratia. After the hail storm of the summer, we decided to bring local farms we
work with lunch once a month as a way to show them support in return. Once we spread the word

we were doing this, supporters of Red Herring purchased Pay-it-Forward meals that were directed
for these farm meals.
Red Herring has had an amazing capacity to grow & adapt this year, much thanks to all the support
from Emily, Rohn, the board, the staff, and our fans. We had to stop operations as a dine-in
restaurant mid-March, and in the interest of keeping public health as a top priority, we have chosen
not to reopen our dining room since. Instead we have focused on growing new, sustainable
branches of the Red Herring project:
1) Meal Club: a weekly meal order delivery service where we offer ready-to-eat meals, snacks,
and bulk foods (like falafel patty packs, bulk hummus and salad dressings, black bean
burgers, etc.). We serve 30-60 households per week. There is a $30 order minimum.
2) Pay-It-Forward Meals: customers & supporters purchase these through our website and we
direct meals to food insecure members of our community. Cunningham Township helps us
find people to serve, and we work in collaboration with Bucket Brigade to send out these
meals (50-100 per week).
3) Wholesale: this year we went through the process of applying for a wholesale permit so we
could sell our food goods to local retail outlets. We secured a relationship with Common
Ground Food Coop and have been selling them ready-to-eat meals, and some of our bulk
foods, since receiving the permit late summer.
4) Grab & Go Station: we set up an outdoor ordering station at The Red Herring that operates
Wednesday-Friday from 11:30am-1:30pm. We take walk-up orders, and call-in orders. It’s a
limited menu of daily specials. We have been offering this since late summer.
5) Catering: We are still offering catering services, though requests are minimal. We have had a
few occasions to provide special order group meals & special order desserts.

Spatial improvements: We decided to invest in an additional (used) refrigeration unit that can fit in
our dining room and has glass front doors. This purchase was strategic because our vision is that in
the future it can be used for Grab & Go items (wraps, salads, desserts, snacks, etc.) when the dining
room reopens. For now, we are using it for much needed storage of all the produce donations, and
the added space all the packaged meals takes up.
Staff: We have retained all of our core staff throughout COVID, and added an additional part-time
team member. We have a veteran staff of individuals that have worked with us for 2+ years. In total,
our core staff is 6 individuals, plus we have two very part time helpers.
Kitchen manager, Lo Kolb has been with us for almost 5 years and plays a huge role in managing
The Red Herring. Staff morale is high, we are lucky to have such an all-star team of dedicated,
passionate, talented people.
2021 goals:
-Feed the homeless
-Play a bigger role with Solidarity Gardens
-Safely reopen to the public
-Maintain/grow our new operations: Meal Club, Wholesale, Pay-it Forward/Bucket Brigade
-Community cooking classes
-More diverse, creative programming led by staff

-Living wage for staff
-Staff handbook/Red Herring operations guidebook
In many ways, dealing with COVID-19 has brought The Red Herring a golden opportunity to grow
more into its mission of providing broader services to the community and diversifying the operation.
My hope is that we move into 2021 with a stronger foundation, and a wider reach. I am proud of the
board and staff for taking steps to keep this organization relevant and fleurishing. This organization
is healthier than I have ever seen it or felt it to be.

V. Red Herring Fiction Workshop
This is the 40th year of operation for the workshop, which is free and open to the public. Every
Tuesday evening, we meet to read and critique each other’s prose writing. Although we began as a
fiction workshop, we consider all forms of prose except highly technical, or footnoted, scholarly
pieces. We do not censor content.
Last Tuesday, December 15, marked our 40th Zoom meeting. We hope to return to
Channing-Murray’s fireplace room after the pandemic is under control. We have averaged 14-16
people on Zoom, including former members who now live in California, Hawaii, and Tasmania.
Members who have workshopped their writing with us this year: Rajeev Malik, Casey Diana,
Bob Putman, Allen Hartter, Frank Chadwick, Kate Kelly, Becky DeGeorge, Bob Putman, Bob
Switzer, Ricky Robertson, Cindy Troiano, Elaine Palencia, Tammi Smith, Rick Gaul, Paul Heald,
Benny Valete, Maureen Holtz, and Paul Duncum.
Perhaps the best measure of our seriousness is the list of our members who have books in
print. These books are all available from the publishers or on amazon.com:
Frank Chadwick
How Dark The World Becomes (Baen Books)
The Forever Engine (Baen Books)
Come the Revolution (Baen Books)
Chain of Command (Baen Boks)
Ship of Destiny (Baen Books)
Most of these science fiction novels are also now available as audio books.
Paul Duncum
Picture Pedagogy (Bloomsbury Academic)
Paul Heald
Death in Eden (Clarkeston Chronicles Book 1))
Cotton(Clarkston Chronicles book 2)
Raggedyland (Clarkston Chronicles Book 3)

Courting Death (Clarkeston Origins Book 1)
Copy That Book: What Data Tells Us About Copyright and the Public Good (Stanford University Press)
Maureen Holtz
The Last Resort, novel.
Robert Allerton: The Private Man & the Public Gifts (The News-Gazette). Co-authored with Martha
Burgin.
Allerton’s Paradises (with photographs by Michael Holtz) John Foreman Pub.
Monticello (Images of America series, Arcadia Publishing)
Available for pre-order: Robert Allerton: His Parks and Legacies (Images of America series, Arcadia
Publishing)
John Palen
Distant Music (poems), Mayapple Press
Small Economies (short stories), Mayapple Press
Open Communion; New and Selected Poems (Mayapple Press)
Elaine Palencia
Small Caucasian Woman (short stories). U. Missouri Press
Brier Country: More Stories from Blue Valley U. Missouri Press)
Going Places; Poems (FutureCycle Press)
How to Prepare Escargots: Poems (Main Street Rag Press)
Pre-order on amazon: On Rising Ground: The Life and Civil War Letters of John M. Douthit, 52nd
Georgia Volunteer Infantry (U. Mercer Press)
Robert Blaine (Putman)
The Cat Lady of Highland Park, memoir
Roberrt Switzer
The Lady Professor (Bink Books imprint, Bedazzled Ink Publishing)
A Family Farm: Life on an Illinois Dairy Farm (Center for American Places), memoir
Respectfully submitted,
Elaine Palencia
moderator

VI. Bylaw Updates/Revision Process
A Note on the By-Law Update and Revisions Presented at our 2020 Annual Meeting
The Purpose of this Update:
The Channing Murray Bylaws have not been changed since 1990. In this time, many things have
changed, both in our world and within Channing Murray. It is healthy and needed for all
organizations to periodically revisit, review, and revise their governing documents to ensure they
continue to match the vision and purpose of the organization. It is also important that this review
ensure that the documents include processes that allow the organization to productively function.

The current Board of Governors have been deeply aware of the need for this organization to
undertake this process and to assess it’s official procedures and its place, role, and mission within
our community after over 30 years without adjustment. This is a large task and one that we wanted
to address carefully.
Some of the decision making logic that we wanted to bring into these updates was the following:
● With new leadership coming in, we wanted to ensure that this new person had a voice in any
updates and changes. Because the process of a director transition took some time, we chose
to wait until this was well under way before we began.
● We saw the process of updating bylaws as having two distinct pieces, 1) a functional update
of processes and 2) a reflection and possible revision of our Mission and Purpose.
○ We decided to undertake the functional update first, upon advice from the UUA.
○ Our next step will be to begin a larger conversation with stakeholders and members to
consider the purpose of the organization and any potential changes in how we define
ourselves. We hope to begin this process in 2021.
● For the functional update, we wanted to ensure that the document was clear and usable for
current and future leadership.
Summary of Updates and Changes:
-

-

-

-

-

Membership
- Clarification of who is a voting member, mostly in language.
- Board members are allowed to approve voting members
- Proxy Votes are removed, because with new technologies there is little reason
that a member wishing to participate cannot attend in some capacity.
- For those unable to donate financially, a donation of time to the organization
qualifies a person for voting status
Membership Meetings:
- 14 days rather than 15 days notice of meetings is required (two weeks is a simpler).
- Virtual meetings are specifically noted as a possibility for location.
- Quorum is unchanged, expect the elimination of proxy votes
Governing Board - Membership and Composition
- Creates a minimum number of board members, something not included in current
bylaws. This creates clearer parameters for a functional board without grey area of
unfilled seats. This clarification ensures that the organization is able to stay viable.
Governing Board - Terms of Office, Vacancies, etc.
- Creates a start date for all board terms (Jan 1st) to aid in tracking of each person’s
time on the board.
- Removes the need for the members to elect ½ of the board each year. This was
confusing and difficult to track, especially with other provisions of the board tenure.
Members will be able to vote on members as their terms run out, or if they would like
to nominate new board members. Terms will continue to be staggered.
- Creates a provision for removing board members
- Defines the decision making/voting process used by the board
Governing Board - Officers

-

-

-

-

-

Removes the Financial Secretary Role as it was written as being essentially
redundant to the Treasurer. Additionally with a new director and the office manager
role, the tasks of the Treasurer can be more balanced.
- Clarifies the role of the Treasurer with an explanation that they should have full
knowledge of the finances of the organization, its programs, and endowment.
- Defines the role of Secretary, which was missing from 1990 version
Executive Director
- This is a new section added to clarify the role of the Executive Director.
Programs of the Channing Murray Foundation
- This is a new section.
- Within it it clarifies the ongoing and potential programs of the CMF, including the Red
Herring and any professional religious staff.
- The Red Herring was not previously noted in the Bylaws, but is one of CMF’s
longest running and most foundational programs.
- Explanations of religious staff is not significantly changed.
- It signifies the organization’s commitment to future social justice programing
and action.
Amendments to the Bylaws
- Clarifies the process for both members and board members proposals of bylaw
changes. Most noteworthy change:
- Members are asked to submit their proposals at least 28 days before the
annual meeting, where they would be shared in full with members.
- Board members may submit a proposal for change at any point, though it must
be presented and be open for comment by the members for at least 28 days
before a board vote.
- More clearly defines what signifies approval of a bylaw change - a ¾ vote of
the board.
Nominations
- This section was removed and it’s contents wrapped into Article 8 - the Governing
Board
- Within Article 8, it clarifies and explains who and when nominations for the
board can be made.
Endowment Fund
- This section was updated to give more detail. It clarifies the purpose and place of the
Endowment and it’s committee to align with the Endowment Fund procedures which
were reviewed by membership, the then current Endowment Committee and
approved by the board in 2019.

Next Steps:
It has been a challenging year for every corner of our world. Though difficult, this period has actually
been one of growth and rebirth for the Channing Murray. Rather than buckle under the stress and
uncertainty that we faced, we instead found our stride and were invigorated with a new sense of
purpose. Rather than shelter ourselves and hibernate from the needs of our community, we asked
how we could use our resources in it’s support.

We cannot think of a better place to start a re-visioning of what this organization can be. In the
coming months we will begin reflecting with our members and stakeholders about how to ensure that
our governing documents reflect the purpose and vitality that in these past months we have seen be
possible.
Sincerely,
The Channing Murray Board of Governors

